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the experience of the alto sax player is a little different, because he doesnt want to make a “no.” we need to join with the kid in this movie.” it is tempting to watch the trailers and commercials together to make sure that this is the one, but we dont do it, because we know what
were going to watch that weekend. however, we dont watch the previews to buy things with our credit card, and in these situations we usually do not hesitate before rushing to the theater to watch the movie, but we take our time on a rainy afternoon at home, and are so

excited about it that we dont pay attention to those advertisements. in such a situation, we know exactly what we are going to watch, but even if we want to watch it in a theater, we do not want to throw away our time trying to remember all the shows, promotions, or trailers
weve seen. we want to enjoy our weekend more if we have the movie on our laptop. so, theres an idea that you hear on the movies and the ads. most people you meet arent necessarily dying to hit the jackpot. and sometimes, they believe what theyre told is going to happen.

so, they go for it. in scenario 1, youre just watching tv and happen to get to see the commercials for the movie. a waiter invited you into his restaurant and asked you where you were looking to go eat. your dining partner reminds you that your next movie is getting released the
same weekend. since youve seen advertisements for it, your interest piques and youd rather go to a movie theater than just stay at home. youd rather pick a movie that youve seen than one of those that you might see someday. thus, you choose a movie that youve been

waiting to see, and find it in your neighborhood theatre.
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the experience of the alto sax player is a little different, because he doesnt want to make a “no.” we need to join with the kid in this movie.” it is tempting to watch the
trailers and commercials together to make sure that this is the one, but we dont do it, because we know what were going to watch that weekend. however, we dont watch

the previews to buy things with our credit card, and in these situations we usually do not hesitate before rushing to the theater to watch the movie, but we take our time on
a rainy afternoon at home, and are so excited about it that we dont pay attention to those advertisements. in such a situation, we know exactly what we are going to watch,
but even if we want to watch it in a theater, we do not want to throw away our time trying to remember all the shows, promotions, or trailers weve seen. we want to enjoy

our weekend more if we have the movie on our laptop. so, theres an idea that you hear on the movies and the ads. most people you meet arent necessarily dying to hit the
jackpot. and sometimes, they believe what theyre told is going to happen. so, they go for it. in scenario 1, youre just watching tv and happen to get to see the commercials

for the movie. a waiter invited you into his restaurant and asked you where you were looking to go eat. your dining partner reminds you that your next movie is getting
released the same weekend. since youve seen advertisements for it, your interest piques and youd rather go to a movie theater than just stay at home. youd rather pick a
movie that youve seen than one of those that you might see someday. thus, you choose a movie that youve been waiting to see, and find it in your neighborhood theatre.
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